Brigham City Corporation
Citizen Feedback Panel: Website Survey
Report for City Administration
Report of survey conducted July 8-25, 2021
Compiled by Cami Sabin, Management Analyst
Date of report: August 17, 2021

Executive Summary
The Brigham City Quality of Life Survey was distributed by email to 354 individuals who had previously signed up to
participate on the Citizen Feedback Panel. This represents 39 more people than received the Quality of Life Survey
sent out in March 2021. We received 183 responses, representing a 51.7% response rate.
Major takeaways from the survey include:
1. The website needs to be organized with users in mind. Approximately 20% of respondents reported they
did not find what they were looking for during their most recent visit to Brigham City’s website. Of
those, the majority said they looked thoroughly but the information was not where they expected it
would be. Of those who did find the information they were looking for, about 15% reported feeling
frustration in the process, and 20% reported the information was “somewhat difficult” to find.
2. Having well-organized and correct information on the website would save staff members time. About
23% of those who didn’t find what they were looking for on their most recent visit said they called the
city to ask.
3. The greatest impact could be made by improving events information and Public Works information,
particularly about waste pickup and green waste. These were the items people experienced the most
frustration in finding or were the least successful at finding.
4. The City needs to recruit more participants in the Citizen Feedback Panel in order to receive more
comprehensive feedback.
The purpose of this survey was to inform efforts to improve the usability of the Brigham City website. The process
began as a result of the December 2020 survey on communication, when survey respondents provided substantial
negative feedback about the website.
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Results
How often do you visit the Brigham City website?

Answer
Daily
A few times a week
About once a week
2-3 times a month
Once a month or less
Total

%
0.55%
2.73%
12.02%
21.86%
62.84%
100%

Count
1
5
22
40
115
183

When was your most recent visit to the Brigham City website?

Why do you not utilize the Brigham City website for information?
just joined
Out of mind
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On your most recent visit to the Brigham City website, what information were you looking for?

Information
Frequency
Events
Events
20
4th of July
18
Peach Days
6
Public Works
Green waste information
8
Waste pickup information
7
Recycling
3
Public Works contact info
2
Trash can replacement info
1
Road department
2
City dump information
1
Downed tree limbs
1
Cemetery information
1
“Public Works”
2
Public Power
Power Department
1
Painting power box
1
Electric outages
1
Electric rates
1
Utilities
Utilities
2
Bill pay
12
Water information
1
Community and Economic Development
Building codes
4
City ordinances
4
Planning Commission information
2
Flood zone mapping
1
Licensing
1
Zoning information
1

Information
Recreation
Recreation information
Pool hours and fees
Pool reservations
Swim lessons information
Senior Center information
Sports
Pickleball tournament information
Pickleball court hours
Pool classes and lap swim
Parks
Park reservations
Splash pad information
Park strip landscaping
Park hours
Park information
Fire Department
Fireworks restrictions
Burn permits
Other information
Employment
Contact information
Library information
Angle parking from Main to 100 W
Send a letter to the mayor
Hours
Just browsing
Prep for the survey
Employee resources
Police information
General info

Frequency
8
6
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
5
2
6
6
3
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
1
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Did you use the search function of the website to find the information?

Answer
Yes
No
I don't remember
Total

%
38.64%
51.14%
10.23%
100%

Count
68
90
18
176

%
76.14%
19.89%
3.98%
100%

Count
134
35
7
176

Did you find the information you needed?

Answer
Yes
No
I don't remember
Total
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Thirty-five people said they did NOT find the information they were looking for. Red
numbers in the chart below indicate the number of respondents who couldn’t find the
information.

Information
#
Events
Events
20
th
4 of July
18
Peach Days
6
Public Works
Green waste information
8
Waste pickup information
7
Recycling
3
Public Works contact info
2
Trash can replacement info
1
Road department
2
City dump information
1
Downed tree limbs
1
Cemetery information
1
“Public Works”
2
Public Power
Power Department
1
Painting power box
1
Electric outages
1
Electric rates
1
Utilities
Utilities
2
Bill pay
12
Water information
1
Community and Economic Development
Building codes
4
City ordinances
4
Planning Commission information
2
Flood zone mapping
1
Licensing
1
Zoning information
1


2
6
1
3
3

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
2

1

Information
Recreation
Recreation information
Pool hours and fees
Pool reservations
Swim lessons information
Senior Center information
Sports
Pickleball tournament information
Pickleball court hours
Pool classes and lap swim
Parks
Park reservations
Splash pad information
Park strip landscaping
Park hours
Park information
Fire Department
Fireworks restrictions
Burn permits
Other information
Employment
Contact information
Library information
Angle parking from Main to 100 W
Send a letter to the mayor
Hours
Just browsing
Prep for the survey
Employee resources
Police information
General info

#
8
6
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1



1

1
1
1
1
1

5
2
6
6
3
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
1

2
1
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The following two pages focus on the 35 individuals who said they did NOT
find the information they needed.
You indicated that you did not find the information you needed. Which of the following best describes
your experience?

Answer
I gave up looking after not quickly finding the information
I searched thoroughly but the information was not where I would expect it to be
Total

%
42.86%
57.14%
100%

Count
15
20
35

How long would you estimate you looked for the information before giving up?
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What did you do after not finding the information you needed?

Answer
I called the City to ask
I visited the City in person to get the information
I gave up and never got the information
Other
Total

%
22.86%
2.86%
28.57%
45.71%
100%

Count
8
1
10
16
35

Entries in the “Other” field:
other sources
figured it would be next week
I looked on Facebook but couldn't find a Facebook group that seemed to give the information needed. Then I
borrowed a BENJ from my neighbor and looked it up in the newspaper.
Sent a message to the Facebook page
Asked a friend. I found the 4th of July info but since we are new to living here and I couldn’t see parade info I
wasn’t sure if there was or wasn’t one
I emailed Jolene
I drove to green waste to see if they were open.
I searched through FB
Went to Facebook
Found the next best phone number hoping they could lead me to the right person
Tried to visit but was told I had to have an appointment.
I put a suggestion on the Facebook page
Looked in the newspaper and the Facebook classifieds
I asked on social media
Found info in email
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The following two pages focus on the 127 individuals who said they DID find
the information they needed.

How satisfied are you with the time it took to find the information you needed?

How would you rate the ease of finding the information you needed?
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Did you experience frustration in the process of finding the information?

Answer
Yes
No
I don't remember
Total

%
15.04%
76.69%
8.27%
100%

Count
20
102
11
133

What was the cause of your frustration?
It took longer than it should have
I had to search. It doesn’t seem like conservation of resources is a priority for Brigham city government, whether
it’s recycling, or something else
I typed peach days into the search bar and the first 6 hits didn’t even have Peach days in the blurb’s
Hard to find thr right page
information is not easily found
Did give me a answer . I had to keep seaching
Tech stuff. MUCH prefer calling someone and having them transfer the call, however menus are way too long and
frustrating. The old fashioned way was by far the best way.
It was hard to find, the link was not very noticable.
When I clicked on the link it took me to an outside website and I couldn't access the availability calendar from
there. I had to do a manual search from google to find the information I wanted
It was not easy to figure out what ages and the classes were for and when they started and how long they went
for. I didn't put a reminder in my phone of when I could sign up so I forgot and never signed up.
No clear path/map to find information
The website is difficult to navigate
Hard to find, forced to download pdf
Not very many items on the calendar
Couldn't find what I was looking for at first.
Not knowing the name of department
It was easier to find on Facebook than the actual website
Error on the page
It seems like BC makes it hard to find PHONE contact information, making immediate reporting difficult.
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Red numbers in the chart below indicate the number of respondents who couldn’t find
the information. Blue numbers indicate the number of respondents who found the
information but experienced frustration in the process.

Information
#
Events
Events
20
th
4 of July
18
Peach Days
6
Public Works
Green waste information
8
Waste pickup information
7
Recycling
3
Public Works contact info
2
Trash can replacement info
1
Road department
2
City dump information
1
Downed tree limbs
1
Cemetery information
1
“Public Works”
2
Public Power
Power Department
1
Painting power box
1
Electric outages
1
Electric rates
1
Utilities
Utilities
2
Bill pay
12
Water information
1
Community and Economic Development
Building codes
4
City ordinances
4
Planning Commission information
2
Flood zone mapping
1
Licensing
1
Zoning information
1



F

2
6
1

1
1
1

3
3

1
1

1
3
1
2
1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
2

1

Information
Recreation
Recreation information
Pool hours and fees
Pool reservations
Swim lessons information
Senior Center information
Sports
Pickleball tournament information
Pickleball court hours
Pool classes and lap swim
Parks
Park reservations
Splash pad information
Park strip landscaping
Park hours
Park information
Fire Department
Fireworks restrictions
Burn permits
Other information
Employment
Contact information
Library information
Angle parking from Main to 100 W
Send a letter to the mayor
Hours
Just browsing
Prep for the survey
Employee resources
Police information
General info

#
8
6
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1



2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5
2
6
6
3
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
1

F

1

1

2

1

1
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Our data tell us that these are the five most frequently visited pages on the Brigham City website. To the
best of your recollection, which of these have you visited in the last six months?
Of the 174 participants who answered this question, 127 selected one or more of these departments; data below
indicate the overall percentage of respondents who selected each option and therefore do not add up to 100.

Answer
Animal control
Swimming pool
Employment/job listings
Recreation
Police
None of these
Total

%
16.1%
36.2%
22.4%
47.7%
16.7%
27.0%

Count
28
63
39
83
29
47
289
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For your most recent visit to the Animal Control page, how did you arrive on that page?

Answer
I did a search on Google or another search engine and clicked on the result
I went to the Brigham City website and navigated through the menu options
I entered the URL directly into the search bar
Other (Browser bookmark)
I don't remember
Total

%
30.43%
52.17%
4.35%
4.35%
8.70%
100%

Count
7
12
1
1
2
23
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How easy is it to find the information you need on the Animal Control page?

Do you have any specific feedback about the Animal Control page?

The information we were looking for on Animal Control was about how many dogs a residence is allowed to have
and if there is an option for a kennel license. This information was not easily accessible, but the phone number for
Officer Tarver was there on the webpage and we were able to contact him to get our questions answered.
It was a snake in the yard issue and my wife was referred to BLM instead. No one could help. When I got home I
relocated the snake myself.
It would be nice to have the contact information on the side at the top instead of all the way down at the bottom.
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For your most recent visit to the Swimming Pool page, how did you arrive on that page?

Answer
I did a search on Google or another search engine and clicked on the result
I went to the Brigham City website and navigated through the menu options
I entered the URL directly into the search bar
Other
I don't remember
Total

%
45.61%
50.88%
1.75%
0.00%
1.75%
100%

Count
26
29
1
0
1
57
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How easy is it to find the information you need on the Swimming Pool page?

Do you have any specific feedback about the Swimming Pool page?

I was looking for swim diaper policy for infants and toddlers. I did not find that information. Then I went to the
Facebook page and also did not find that information. Ended up calling the pool to ask.
Finding a swim class for my kids was difficult because I had to click on each session to see if it was full or not and if
it was I had to go back and remember which ones I had clicked on and which ones I hadn’t to check
The info about pool reservations are confusing
Water aerobics, zumba, times and prices...should be posted, shouldnt have to call the pool and rec dept to find it.
Nope they had a lot of good info right up front.
Aqua Zumba class was under pool fees, it wasn't the first place I would think to look.
It would be helpful to have the pool rules, like what you can bring inside and what you can't.
I would like more information about special events. I was trying to learn more about the Christmas in July event,
but all I could find is when it is. I have no clue what the event entails or if admission is free or paid.
I love how the public swim hours are easy to find. Do the same for the lap swim hours, please.
When I clicked on the "To reserve the pool online, click here" found on the Pool Fees page, it took me to a page
that said I needed to refer to my sponsoring city to get the link to the registration page. The beautiful picture of
the pool is so small! It would be wonderful if it could really shine and be a bit bigger (but the information is
perfect and thorough.
Again, you have to go through menus to find this. You could get data on the most visited sites, and then make
those sites easily accessible through tiles, quick links, or some other point of access that requires a single click.
It would be great if it wasn't buried other a ton of other items in the menu
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For your most recent visit to the Employment/Job Listings page, how did you arrive on that page?

Answer
I did a search on Google or another search engine and clicked on the result
I went to the Brigham City website and navigated through the menu options
I entered the URL directly into the search bar
Other (followed a link, 3; Facebook post, 1)
I don't remember
Total

%
15.63%
71.88%
0.00%
12.50%
0.00%
100%

Count
5
23
0
4
0
32
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How easy is it to find the information you need on the Employment/Job Listings page?

Do you have any specific feedback about the Employment/Job Listings page?

It's a little confusing that you have to click on the smaller, green "current job openings" link at the top of the page.
I think it would be more intuitive as a button-style link or if it were farther down the page.
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For your most recent visit to the Recreation page, how did you arrive on that page?

Answer
I did a search on Google or another search engine and clicked on the result
I went to the Brigham City website and navigated through the menu options
I entered the URL directly into the search bar
Other
I don't remember
Total

%
24.00%
72.00%
1.33%
0.00%
2.67%
100%

Count
18
54
1
0
2
75
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How easy is it to find the information you need on the Recreation page?

Do you have any specific feedback about the Recreation page?

I would like information to educate citizens on the need for a recreational facility.
wish it was on the front page...not just sports sign ups, but clear at the bottom under departments, I liked it
better when they have a residents page so you could find services there.
Use the word "Recreation" on the upper tile, if it is a popular web search
This page is easier to manage and find information. Rest of the website not user friendliness
I didn’t find what I was looking for
It needs to be more mobile friendly. I imagine people using their phones more than computers
I couldn't find anything until I said I was going to sign up for a class and then all the information showed up.
Knowing for the future what is typically offered is nice for future planning for my kids schedules.
I wanted to know information about the pickleball courts, but I kept ending up finding tournament information
instead of general use information.
Under Events, there are several that expired in December of 2020. Would it be possible to post a "Watch for this
upcoming year's event" or something of that sort to show that it is a viable event in the future?
You have to go through drop-down menus to find recreation. You should look at the most visited sites and make
those sites very prominent on the webpage through tiles, quick links, or some other quick access.
I would love to have a front page that has a list of activities, the dates they occur, and links to more info. I'm
always looking for dates, registration/start dates, and if that info was on the front page, I wouldn't have to
navigate to multiple pages.
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For your most recent visit to the Police page, how did you arrive on that page?

Answer
I did a search on Google or another search engine and clicked on the result
I went to the Brigham City website and navigated through the menu options
I entered the URL directly into the search bar
Other (Browser bookmark)
I don't remember
Total

%
15.79%
68.42%
0.00%
5.26%
10.53%
100%

Count
3
13
0
1
2
19
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How easy is it to find the information you need on the Police page?

Do you have any specific feedback about the Police page?

Looking for information on where to take expired prescription drugs. They information was actually not correct.
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Do you have any additional feedback about the Brigham City website? (Responses that were solely “No”
were deleted.)

Suggestions for the website:
It is starting to get the layout to be easier to use. Lots of information. It becomes difficult when everyone has a
different idea of what it should be.
Overall it is unappealing and, although kind of user friendly, it takes some clicking to and some wrong clicking to
figure out where the information is, if it is even there at all. It is not particularly visually striking and I find myself
often looking to social media for my information instead because there are more pictures. That being said, I would
RATHER have a one-stop shop like the Brigham City website to get all my information concerning city events and
policies. I much prefer Tremonton's city website. From the front page to the individual department's pages, it is
much more visually appealing and interesting and the pictures make it easier and faster to find what I am looking
for.
Maybe add more information about local events.
Residents, visitors, etc. categories.
The photos that scroll through are lovely The Events tab take you to the calendar but is not complete. For
instance, no information about Peach Days 2021. In fact, using a separate link from that calendar with more
details would be very helpful and more informative about the events like the Farmer's Market (ie; location,
vendors, times, and demonstrations if being done. The "Most Requested" tab is a confusing name. Maybe use
"Quick Links" or "Fast Search" Overall this website is improving...thank YOU!
Why are there never any dates/times associated with things? For example, there are zero times for any of the 4th
of July events from the recreation page. If you go to the events calendar and click on it, there's a rough outline in a
single paragraph that doesn't even cover all the things listed on the recreation page for the 4th of July. Just make
1 page for whatever it is and have all other pages take you to that single page with ALL of the information. We
shouldn't have to spend an hour finding all of the different pages for the same event. The calendar link should
take you straight to the 4th of July page. The activities for that event should be listed in order with dates, times,
and locations clearly stated in a list type fashion so it's easy to see and navigate. Why is there no options for the
splash pad? You search splash pad and you get taken to a page that says it's closed for the season in 2018.
PLEASE give residents information on what events are happening in the city!!!!! Why not send a monthly email
out letting people know? Someone just moved into my neighborhood from out of state and she was so frustrated
cuz she was trying to find out what the city did for the 4th of July and she couldn’t find anything. If the city is going
to put forth effort into activities, why would t you advertise what is going on?
Making a shortcut for upcoming city council agendas would be nice
It is difficult to navigate on a mobile device. Seems outdated and clunky at times. I've had a hard time finding the
information needed. I usually give up and try to find info elsewhere, like talking to neighbors.
Zoning information is hard to find.
An "Ideas To Consider For Our Community" section
Compared to other city pages it's easy to navigate.
Nope. Keep it up (maintained current)
Make each link open its own tab so I don't have to hit the back arrow each time. Would be more professional and
easier navigation
As far as websites go it's pretty good actually! Occasionally there's not enough information on what I'm trying to
look up, but I can often navigate to the correct area (or think I can).
I think it would be nice if the menu items weren't organized alphabetically, but rather by how often the pages are
used.
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It would be helpful to have the recycling pick up schedule on the public works page. Since it's not picked up
weekly sometimes we forget when it's our week. Also to have the list of holidays that trash won't be picked up on
the website. Sometimes community events don't seem to make it on the website and I find out only because
someone shared about it on Facebook.
The Brigham City website was redesigned a few years ago and it felt like it took the dated navigation and just
updated it to be a more modernly coded (responsive) version. A city website example that I think is good is
https://www.lawrencevillega.org and there are some similarities, but the lawrenceville site is more polished and
user-friendly IMO.
I really dislike the green color! Is there another color that is more appealing?
Just a more inclusive calendar of events. Any free or community event should be on that calendar. It would be
good for us citizens AND for those traveling who are looking for something to do in Brigham.

Not related to the website:
Swim times should be extended
Love it here in Brigham City

Other feedback:
I think it has much improved recently. It is definitely more complete and easier to find what I'm looking for than it
was a while back. Thank you!
The website has become more complete and user friendly.
I will need to consider using the Brigham City Web site more for certain things to see if provides better info than
just checking goodle.
No, thank you for letting us have a voice.
Thanks for keeping it updated!
Thank you for working to improve things!!!
I think you do a good job of keeping up. I'm not an expert in this area, so I limit my suggestions, but I hope to be
able, as I get more familiar with the Brigham web system, to provide some feedback.
Thank you for including the community in these surveys!
I am impressed with the changes and access to the website. I have designed websites in a web design class and
my hat goes off to the time and energy it takes to make this work. But I would like to say Thank You for making it
work. This is our first impression for many people and I would hope they find it attractive enough to come visit. :)
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